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Few Semantic Matters
Th hil h f i M t b iti i fThe philosophy of praxis . . . Must be a criticism of 
“common sense” in order to demonstrate  that “everyone” 
is a philosopher and that it is not a question of introducingis a philosopher and that it is not a question of introducing 
from scratch a scientific form of thought into everyone’s 
individual life, but of renovating and making “critical” an 
already existing activity (Gramsci 1999:pp 330 1)already existing activity (Gramsci 1999:pp 330-1).

Critical understanding of self takes place thereforeCritical understanding of self takes place therefore 
through a struggle of political “hegemonies” and of 
opposing directions, first in the ethical field and then in 

f C f fthat of politics proper . . . Consciousness of being part of a 
hegemonic force (political consciousness) is the first stage 
towards a further progressive self consciousness in whichtowards a further progressive self consciousness in which 
theory and practice will finally be one . . . It must be 
stressed that the political development of the concept of 
hegemony represents a great philosophical advance ashegemony represents a great philosophical advance as 
well as a politico practical one (Gramsci 1999: p. 333).



Therefore there is a need to distinguish between 
instances of hydro-hegemony (where the instances of hydro hegemony (where the 

winners and losers both share the ideational 
underpinnings of hegemonic behavior) and underpinnings of hegemonic behavior) and 

hydro-dominance (where the winners get their 
way because of their greater coercive and/or 

compensatory power*).p y p )

Little bit of hegemony?Little bit of hegemony?
*(Naked, Compensatory and Ideational Power (Mustafa 2002))



Indus Basin: hydro-hegemony or Indus Basin: hydro hegemony or 
dominance?

Case of hydro-dominance by India vis-a-y y
vis Pakistan (Indus basin treaty (+ve), 
Hakra-nangal project).Hakra nangal project).
Case of hydro-dominance by Indian govt. 
vis à vis Punjabvis-à-vis Punjab.
Case of hyrdo-dominance in Pakistan by 
Punjab over the Sindh province (e.g., 
Indus basin treaty, Kalabagh Dam).y g )



Who are the hydro-hegemons in the Indus?

The engineering profession.

The economists.

The modernist developmentalist discourse. 

The national security establishments of 

India and PakistanIndia and Pakistan

The international donor agencies.g



Who are victims of the hydro hegemony in Who are victims of the hydro-hegemony in 
the Indus?

The civil societyThe civil society

The poor.p

The environment.

The downstream riparians.



Outline of a counter-hegemonic praxis
Decentering the basic tenets of the hegemonic 
didiscourses.
Mobilizing national and international civil g
society.
Engagement with the green public sphere.Engagement with the green public sphere.
Emancipatory, performative & constitutive 
green politics (e g  Dolphins  Deltas and Dead green politics (e.g., Dolphins, Deltas and Dead 
Sea).


